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ABSTRACT   

High performance beam steering techniques are essential for 3d imaging systems, and in particular automotive LIDAR. 
We present a high-speed, chip-scale, dynamically reconfigurable beam steering system suitable for use at telecom 
wavelengths. Our technique relies on sub-microsecond electro-optic switching between discrete outputs in a waveguide 
network. This beam steering technology, along with a coherent detection technique is used to demonstrate simultaneous 
ranging and Doppler velocimetry of targets with an amplitude modulated continuous wave solid state LIDAR system in a 
laboratory environment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The beam steering requirements for automotive LIDAR are challenging, requiring compact, high-speed, dynamically 
reconfigurable steering using infrared wavelengths. Additionally compatibility with coherent measurement protocols is 
highly desirable, as it lowers the peak optical power requirements of the system. The first multi-pixel commercial 
LIDAR systems rely on physically large spinning mirrors. Recent advances have moved to smaller systems, such as 
MEMS mirrors1, VCSEL’s2, and optical phased arrays3,4 in an attempt to shrink system size and improve reliability. 
These new techniques have allowed for higher resolution sensors with faster refresh rates. However the size of the point 
cloud generated to be used for autonomous driving applications is still limited by scanning speed.  

 

 

Figure 1 Schematic depiction of electro-optic switch network suitable for discrete beam steering. Details in text.  
 

We introduce an 1:N electro-optic switch for the purposes of beam steering. This approach, rather than continuously 
sweeping a beam through an output angle instead, has a discrete ‘point-by-point’ style output, each with distinct spatial 
modes. A key advantage of such an approach is the ability to dynamically reconfigure the active channel of the output 
array, enabling software controlled beam steering for intelligent focusing on critical areas within the sensors field of 
view. This discrete scanning style has previously been demonstrated using the unsuitably slow thermo-optic tuning of a 
silicon photonic circuit5. Discrete electro-optic switching offers beam steering that is fast, solid-state, and single mode, 
with no side-lobes, overcoming the major technical challenges of other beam steering implementations. 

As depicted in Figure 1 the electro-optic switch consists of a network of directional couplers whose splitting ratio may be 
tuned between 0 and 100% using electrodes patterned around the coupling region. This allows for a device which may  
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deliver the light at the input to any combination of the outputs, reconfigurable in sub-microsecond timescales. The switch 
is fabricated in congruent lithium niobate using the reverse proton exchange process6,7, before electrodes are fabricated 
from sputter deposition and etching of aluminum. For this demonstration we create a switch with three output channels 
with a total optical loss ~4dB.  We characterise the 3dB roll-off of the electrode response to be ~300MHz, improvable 
considerably with appropriate electrode design.  

2. LIDAR WITH DISCRETE BEAM STEERING 
We employ this discrete electro-optical beam steering technique for amplitude modulated continuous wave LIDAR. The 
outgoing beam is modulated with a square pulse sequence using an electro-optic modulator before passing to the beam 
steering chip, which is configured to steer to each output in sequence. The output is collimated by a lens onto a spinning 
target at a ground-truth distance of approx. 4.7m. The return signal is interfered with a local oscillator beam on a 3dB 
optical coupler and then homodyne detection is performed on the two outputs.  

 
Figure 2 Schematic of amplitude modulated continuous wave LIDAR system suitable for simultaneous ranging and 

Doppler velocimetry. EOM – electro-optic modulator 
From the output of the detection electronics, frequency domain data can be used to observe the velocity image acquired, 
while, with a timing reference acquired from the driving signal of the electro-optic modulator, the delay of the return 
signal can be used to calculate the target range from the same data simultaneously. In summary we have presented a 
high-speed electro-optic switch as an ideal candidate for free space beam steering applications, including automotive 
LIDAR. Using this beam steering technology we created a prototypical three pixel lidar system with simultaneous 
ranging and Doppler velocimetry. The approach we describe is scalable up to 1000 channels per chip, and with the 
addition of a second slower beam scanning technology across all the outputs can create a 2d scanning system, one 
dimension discrete and the other continuous.  
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